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Job Separation

Laser Printer Option

Edge Marking for the LP 100R Laser Printer

• Provides a feature commonly seen in large enterprises or 
middleware users directly at the printer.

• Reduces waste by eliminating large headers printed on the 
form.  

• Saves labor when processing and distributing printed forms, 
by allowing the user to visualize the complete job on the edge 
of the printed stack.

• Saves on development resources and implementation 
timelines by not requiring any programming logic to be 
added.

•	 Controlled	at	the	printer	configuration	level	so	that	it	can	be	
used for some formats and not others.

Job Separation Option
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SATO's Job Separation option featuring edge marks adds visible edge marks on the outside of your stacked 
forms,	so	the	user	does	not	have	to	shuffle	through	the	printed	forms	to	locate	header/trailer	indications	
among the details to identify the separation between jobs.  

The marks on the edge of the folded stack of printed forms tells the story of what is inside. When enabled, 
the option recognizes the end of one job and the beginning of the next, at which it prints an second mark on 
the edge of the form for that job.  At the next job, it prints a third mark on the edge of each sheet. When the 
fourth job is recognized, the edge mark pattern starts again with a single mark.  

A	series	of	marks	in	a	rotating	pattern	of	one,	two,	or	three	edge	marks	per	set	identifies	each	job	based	on	
the	PCL	data	file	received.	Because	each	page	in	the	job	is	marked,	it	provides	easy	recognition	of	the	job's	
size, length, etc.

Traditionally, edge marks on the printed stack are either programmed at the report generator or added by 
print management middleware. They are often found in the main frame and large enterprise installations. With 
this option added to the SATO LP 100R, you can add edge marks to any PCL data stream at the printer without 
any program changes or added print software. 

Please refer to part number 9091651 for quoting. The option can be factory installed or field retrofit for an additonal cost.


